5 hidden details about the Steam Deck, [3]

From the virtual keyboard to the subtle hints of a new first-party title from Valve, here are 5 things you might have missed about the Steam Deck.

Manjaro Cutefish Pre-Release [4]

Today we are looking at a pre-release of Manjaro Cutefish. It comes with Linux Kernel 5.13, based on Arch, and uses about 800MB to 1G of ram when idling. Enjoy!

Manjaro Cutefish Pre-Release Run Through [5]

In this video, we are looking at Manjaro Cutefish Pre-Release.
Forking Software Isn't Always A Solution

Forking an application is one of the amazing benefits of using FOSS and while a lot of applications can certainly be managed there’s a lot of other applications which while you can fork it actually maintaining that fork is completely unreasonable.
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